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Executive Summary

Private equity’s investment in fintech has forever changed the small business credit
landscape regardless of future U.S. economic trends. Borrowers’ expectations now reflect
broader consumer trends in ecommerce and social media. More and more, software-based
solutions determine lenders’ profitability.
Traditional lenders will not survive in the small business market without a renewed tech-driven
focus on reducing transaction costs, accelerating decision cycles, embracing tech-touch, and
expanding risk management tools. Tested, trusted, and rapidly deployable solutions already
exist. And these new tech-based best practices do not require changes to a traditional
lender’s core systems or mature regulatory processes.
This whitepaper starts by exploring the demand- and supply-side dynamics defining
the small business lending landscape. We then segment supply-side issues by regional/
community and larger banks with a “deep-dive” into challenges impacting alternative lenders
– and how those gaps introduce opportunities for traditional lenders.

The second half of this whitepaper addresses future growth areas and how new
technologies can harness them. You’ll learn:
• What millennial borrowers demand from small business
lenders
• How technology can help banks mine current borrower
relationships
• Where technology can improve profitability, from reducing
loan application costs, minimizing defaults and implementing
risk-based pricing
We’ll close with best practices recommendations traditional lenders can adopt to meet these
challenges successfully.
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Questions This Whitepaper Answers
You’re reading this whitepaper because, very likely, you’re struggling with many pressing
questions about how to best leverage fintech for small business lending. We’ll address many
of these questions, including the following:

• What does the next generation of small business borrowers
want from their bank?
• How can banks easily bring their loan process online? Is it
possible to quantify the bottom-line ROI of that effort?
• How can traditional lenders fight back against alternative
lenders?
• How can lenders accelerate the lending process, with better
risk controls and greater profitability?
Mirador enjoys a unique vantage point on these questions and their evolving answers. We
empower traditional lenders to bring small business lending online, reducing transaction costs
and improving speed and profitability. This whitepaper leverages both third-party research
and our real-world experience with lenders to help your institution embrace the future of
small business lending.
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Small Business Lending Today: Demand

Small Business Lending Today: Demand Side
We’ll begin by reviewing the current small business lending landscape, starting with the
demand side: SMB borrowers.
For the purposes of this whitepaper, we will adopt Barlow Research’s industry definition of a
“small business” – namely, $100,000 - $10 million in annual revenues. We’ll further refine our
focus to commercial loans between $250,000 and $1 million.

What characteristics and dynamics define SMB borrowers?
They’re caught in a self-fulfilling “vicious circle” of creditworthiness.
We’ll start by challenging a key belief about small business lending: their supposed uncreditworthiness. While technically accurate, this outmoded metric keeps perpetuating the
cycle of tight credit for small businesses – and unfairly locks a lot of promising borrowers out.
Average PAYDEX scores for small businesses did decline during the Great Recession - from
53.4 to 44.7, to be specific. This trend was further exacerbated by banks tightening their SMB
lending standards. Many of these lending models were outdated and overly simplistic, but
couldn’t afford to be otherwise because the lending process was so manual. As economic
conditions improved, lending models stayed extra-strict – leaving lots of reviving SMBs with
zero access to capital.

SMB loan demand is flattening – but only among traditional lenders.
According to Barlow Research’s 2015 Annual Report, despite some slight improvement in
4Q15 SMB loan demand is downtrending year-over-year: -8% between 2009 – 2016. This
downtrend applies only to the traditional-lender space, though.
Barlow Research further reports that 12% of SMBs expect to borrow more in the next 12
months, but only 5% of that loan demand will come from their primary bank . On the flipside,
63% of small businesses expect to need no additional financing in the next 12-month period.
That represents an increase of 8% between 3Q and 4Q15 of non-borrowers.

The obvious question is: to who mare banks losing out? To answer briefly: more
competitive banks and new alternative lenders.
Borrowers’ expectations have changed forever. Now they reflect broader consumer trends
in ecommerce and social media – specifically emphasizing speed, convenience and online
access. In 2015, the Cleveland Federal Reserve conducted a survey of small businesses of
approximately 3600 small business firms with between 1-500 employees in 26 states of
coverage. They targeted small businesses who had applied for credit from banks during
2015 and expressed dissatisfaction with the lending process, asking them to pinpoint why.
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Which complaint ranked #1 among these businesses? Loan application processes are way
too cumbersome at traditional lenders. Over half of SMBs surveyed cited these cumbersome
processes as a reason for their dissatisfaction.
What ranked #2 on their list? Too long of a wait for a credit decision. Almost half of SMBs
seeking credit from traditional lenders cited this problem. These two problems boil down to
convenience and speed – and an online loan application solves both issues in a single stroke.
Online access matters so much, in fact, over a third of SMBs indicated they would switch
banks for a better online banking system. Business owners under 45 – which represents 12%
of all SMB owners, a rapidly growing segment - are twice as likely to switch banks for a better
online banking system compared to business owners over 65.
Next we’ll address the supply side of the lending equation. This discussion will focus on three
players and the dynamics impacting each: regional and community banks, as well as credit
unions; top-tier banks; and new digital marketplaces, also known as alternative lenders. The
latter group includes OnDeck, Kabbage, Biz2Credit and many other new entrants.

1.

Community Lenders

They’re declining in numbers.
Community banks have declined in number: fewer than 7,000 such lenders existed in 2014
versus 14,000 in the 1980s. The total number of banking and thrift charters is declining
equally rapidly. After remaining steady for more than three decades, the total number of
charters dropped from around 20,000 in 1980 to 6,812 at the end of 2013.

They still enjoy an edge in customer relationships.
Relationships constitute the single most effective advantage smaller banks wield over larger
lenders. Community banks who learn to leverage fintech have tended to close the services
gap with larger banks, while retaining their crucial relationship edge – even improving
relationship quality. We’ll explore this augmentation of “high touch” with “high tech” shortly.

Making profitable SMB loans under $100,000 is nearly impossible.
Oliver Wyman research indicates underwriting these loans costs a marginal $1600 - $3200
per loan. Compare these costs to the annual revenue smaller loans generate - $700 to $3500
on average – and they’re clearly unprofitable.
So why pursue unprofitable loans at all? Because they’re unprofitable only because
underwriting costs are needlessly high. Already technology is modernizing lending processes
to drive underwriting costs down significantly.
In fact, an SMB lending “vicious cycle” seems to be building similar to the one that
revolutionized consumer lending in recent years. In consumer lending, larger banks adopted
technologies that dramatically reduced lending costs and finally made consumer loans
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profitable. That trend also made it impossible for smaller banks to compete in the consumerlending space. Evidence suggests small business lending could be heading down a similar
path.

2.

Top-Tier Banks

Which dynamics define small business lending currently at larger banks?
Lending rules and training guidelines limit flexibility on the ground. Rigid branch lending rules
and strict training guidelines ensure consistency across large organizations but constrain
flexibility on the ground. SMB borrowers who don’t fit the cookie-cutter model prescribed
by a larger bank’s credit policy are simply refused credit. Smaller lenders, by contrast, can
exercise greater discretion. Securing technology resources for new projects is difficult
to impossible. Within a larger bank, small business lending must compete against other
profit centers for technology resources. An online lending platform geared to supposedly
unprofitable small business loans may find it extremely difficult to win IT resources against
competing business priorities with a clearer path to ROI.

3.

Digital Lending Marketplaces

Digital marketplaces – also known as “alternative lenders” – represent a real, significant and
growing threat to traditional lenders. Their chief characteristics are outlined below.

They’re growing steadily.
According to one report by Morgan Stanley, loan origination at alternative lenders has
doubled every year since 2010, reaching $12 billion in 2014. While banks still dominate as an
overall credit source for small businesses, last year SMBs sought 22% of their financing from
alternative lenders.

They’re winning SMB lending business on speed and convenience.
Remember the number-one and number-two complaints by small businesses seeking
credit in 2015, cited in the previous section? They’re dissatisfied with traditional lenders’
cumbersome loan processes and protracted response times. And that dissatisfaction directly
fuels alternative lenders’ growth.
According to Barlow Research, it takes 3-6 days on average for small businesses to get a
response to a loan request from their primary bank. It takes even more time for loan approval
and funding. Compare this timetable to the typical 24-hour response time most alternative
lenders offer.
Very few small businesses - just 7% of SMBs with annual revenues under $10 million - have a
Chief Financial Officer. That means even sizable small businesses are ill-equipped to forecast
cash flows very far in advance. Rather their cash needs are usually event-driven, making
speedy access to funding of paramount importance.
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Speed drives borrower satisfaction, too. Delighted bank customers reported faster response
times as key to their satisfaction rating.

They’re unregulated – for now.
Digital lending marketplaces are currently unregulated, but that almost certainly will end
soon. The California Department of Business Oversight, Congress, U.S. Treasury and the newly
formed Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) have all launched recent inquiries into
alternative lenders’ practices, laying groundwork for future regulation.

Their cost of capital is extraordinarily high.
We can hardly over-emphasize the importance of this final point. SMB borrowers want speed
and convenience so badly, they’re willing to pay extortionary loan costs to get them.
Bloomberg reports that alternative lender loan costs often top 50% on an annualized
basis, with opaque terms, especially roll-over interest similar to payday lenders. It’s this
questionable cost structure that’s attracting so much regulatory interest to the sector.
Mirador client Excelsior Growth Fund (EGF), a CDFI based in New York, has been helping
small businesses in their state secure fast, affordable credit since summer 2015. During that
period, they’ve found SMB borrowers save $6,800/mo on average when they refinance
expensive alternative lender loans. That’s an extraordinary cost burden for these businesses.

The Next Economic Cycle is Irrelevant
We’ll conclude this survey of the SMB lending landscape with a final observation: The next
economic cycle is unlikely to impact any of these dynamics. The trends towards online
lending, accelerated loan response times and big data are largely unstoppable.
In the event of a future downturn, moving to lower-cost lending structures will position
lenders to take market share from higher-cost providers. Lowering those costs is obviously
beneficial during an upturn as well. But the trends themselves are independent of future
economic cycles.
The next section will explore potential growth areas in SMB lending. That discussion will focus
on two groups: younger SMB owners and existing borrowers.
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Where’s the Growth?

1.

Younger SMB Owners

Every lender is aware the need to attract millennial small business owners – which we’ll define
broadly in this whitepaper as those under 45 years old. This is a profitable and growing
segment banks can’t afford to ignore.
12% of all SMB owners are under 45 – and growing fast. According to Barlow Research, about
half of small business owners over the age of 65 expect a change of ownership in the next five
years – overwhelmingly, these older owners will hand off to younger owners.
These younger SMB owners represent $6,627 in annual revenue to lenders, according to Barlow
Research’s 2015 Value of the Customer model. Millennial SMB owners use 1.6 credit products on
average, a much greater rate than the overall small business average.
Younger SMB owners demand digital financial products, especially online loan applications.
They’re replacing branch touches with mobile touches at a rate double that of 65+ business
owners. Similarly, 36% of younger SMB owners want to apply for loans online – again, more
than double the 65+ owner rate.

2.

Existing Borrowers

Lenders can also grow small business lending profits by mining current borrower relationships.
Some points to consider follow.
SMB borrowers offer great baseline profit potential, given the right cost efficiencies. Net
potential revenue per SMB relationship ranges between $5,000 to nearly $23,000 according to
Barlow Research.
What’s more, easier loan origination revives borrower demand. Remember: 22% of SMB credit
applications are going to digital marketplaces despite their high borrower costs and egregious
lending terms. Why? Alternative lenders make funding easy, fast and reliable. Loan demand
does exist for credit sources that can deliver funding fast and conveniently.
Big data can also facilitate an expanded definition of creditworthiness. More nuanced loan
analysis helps banks identify more creditworthy borrowers at limited risk. Additional datapoints, like shipping trends and Yelp reviews, can help lenders identify promising borrowers that
might appear edge-case based on limited traditional criteria.
SMB lending can become profitable if you focus on three parts of the equation: reducing loan
transaction costs; minimizing loan defaults and corresponding pressures on loan reserves;
and improved, risk-based pricing. We’ll discuss each of these three components in the section
below.
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Where’s the Profit?

1.

Reduce Transaction Costs

Topline revenue potential for SMB loans is actually high, but the current cost structure is
killing profitability. Clearly step one to profitability is reducing loan transaction costs.
One quarter of small businesses that applied for additional credit during 2015 were denied.
That’s a big cost that generated zero revenue. Online loan applications, by contrast, help
banks return a “clear no” with minimal processing time and expense to the lender. Online
applications also make paperwork-gathering and loan preparation considerably more
efficient. Finally, the Mirador platform enables traditional lenders to route promising loans that
fall outside their credit policy to a CDFI. These referrals may not drive fee income for banks,
but can help save a customer relationship.
Early findings by Mirador client Excelsior Growth Fund support this theory in practice.
In just nine months, EGF has reduced loan origination costs by 25-50%, thanks to a
streamlined online loan application and more efficient loan analysis. Declined applications
used to account for 30-40% of EGF loan officers’ time – now reduced to virtually zero.

2.

Minimize Loan Defaults and Reserve Demands

In addition to lowering transaction costs, fintech has enabled lenders to reduce defaults and
loan reserve demands. Cloud-based online loan platforms can also help with ongoing loan
monitoring. Early warning system based on data helps banks intervene in loans possibly
going south.

3.

Introduce Risk-Based Pricing

Risk-based pricing is another innovation fintech enables that promotes topline revenue
growth for lenders. Currently banks extend exactly the same price to all accepted loans; it’s
a strictly binary model. By contrast, alternative lenders like Kabbage and Biz2Credit charge
much higher prices to underwrite mostly edge-case loans. Traditional lenders could close
this gap, with loan pricing that more accurately reflects the borrower’s risk profile. Newer
lending models powered by fintech ground these risk decisions in data, not merely a hunch.
Risk-based pricing is not only more affordable than alt-lenders for borrowers, it’s also more
profitable for banks.
In this final section, we’ll introduce a brave new world of SMB lending, empowered by the
possibilities of fintech. These best practices will equip traditional lenders today for a more
profitable engagement with the SMB lending landscape, while positioning you well for future
lending.
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Best Practices for Future SMB Lending

1.

Augment “High Touch” with High-Tech

What if banks could pre-approve excellent borrowers within minutes? Or see exactly where a
loan application is in process – and reach out to borrowers personally to finish the task? Small
banks can fully leverage their relationship advantage, enabled by fintech. Technology frees up
bankers to engage customers in more “high-touch” ways that matter.

2.

Smarter Outsourcing

We strongly recommend outsourcing the online borrower interface. With smarter outsourcing,
banks can keep their core systems and branding, accelerate their time-to-launch and
loan response times generally, and adapt rapidly to best practices as they evolve. Online
workflows can be updated instantly as necessary. Powered by fintech, banks can adapt to
lending best practices and analyze conversion flow in real-time. There’s no need for a milliondollar IT investment or months-long implementation periods.

3.

Simplify Data-Gathering

Smarter outsourcing also means traditional lenders can retain their core credit logic, while
streamlining the data-gathering involved in the application process.
Faster, more automated data-gathering accelerates the upfront loan response time, but also
time to receive funding. As we’ve demonstrated in this whitepaper, speed and convenience
matter to an extraordinary – and growing – degree among SMB borrowers.
Big data can further augment traditional loan data-gathering to give lenders a more
complete picture of borrowers. Additional data like shipping trends and online customer
reviews can be very illuminating of a borrower’s creditworthiness – and gathering this extra
data takes no additional effort.
Unlike alternative lenders, banks have an inherent advantage in their mature regulatory
models. Naturally the best fintech innovations must be secure and compliant right out of the
gate. We’d recommend choosing a partner like Mirador who’s already operational at several
banks – where security and compliance hurdles have already been cleared in practice.
Numerous dynamics will impact the future course of SMB lending. On the demand side, SMB
borrowers demand the speed and convenience that only online lending platforms can deliver.
This demand is particularly pronounced in younger SMB owners, a segment poised to grow
rapidly in coming years.
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In Summary

On the supply side, community and regional banks still command a relationship edge over
their larger competitors – an advantage they can further enhance with the smart application
of fintech. Top-tier banks may be hampered by rigid branch lending policies and competing
priorities for IT resources, but by and large they’re heeding the call of SMB borrowers for
greater speed and convenience. Alternative lenders have already become entrenched players
in the SMB lending landscape too. SMB borrowers want speed, convenience and online loan
access so badly, they’re willing to overlook alternative lenders’ high borrowing costs and
opaque lending terms to get them.
The trends towards online lending, accelerated loan response times and big data are
unstoppable. The next economic cycle is irrelevant.
Potential growth areas for traditional lenders include younger SMB owners – whose demand
for online lending and comfort with “high touch” digital financial services outpaces older
business owners - and existing borrower relationships. The path to SMB lending profitability
calls for reducing loan transaction costs, minimizing loan defaults, and considering more
profitable, risk-based loan pricing. Fintech can enable numerous best practices that empower
banks to achieve all these goals, with fast implementation, minimal internal workflow changes,
and within their mature regulatory and security frameworks.

To learn more about Mirador and how we enable financial institutions to make
smarter, faster loan decisions:
visit miradorlending.com
or contact us at
sales@miradorfin.com
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